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Abstract 

A method to reduce power dissipation by automatically synthesizing gated-docks in 
synchronous static CMOS circuits is presented. This synthesis is performed on the gate 
level description of the circuit. The boolean behavior of the inputs of the flip-flops is 
determined by examining the network. This behavior is represented in ROBDD's. 
Analysis of these equations results in the condition for which flip-flops do not need 
to be clocked. Flip-flops are grouped in so called hold domains, and clocked by a 
gated-dock signal. Power reductions of up to 29% are found. There is only a small 
area overhead (less than 8% ). Testability of the resulting design is taken care of. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to the continuously decreasing feature sizes and the increasing clock frequencies 
on integrated digital circuits, power dissipation is growing to be one of the major con
cerns during the design of an integrated circuit. Examples of this phenomenon are for 
instance the DEC Alpha chip (dissipating 30 Watts at 3.3V, 200 MHz) and the SUN 
Viking (dissipating 8 Watts at 5V, 50 MHz). 

Currently many circuits are designed by describing them in a behavioral description 
language like VHDL or Verilog. By using a synthesizer, this description is synthesized 
into a gate level netlist. This way of designing saves a lot of design time compared to 
traditional design methodologies like schematics entry. Most synthesizers are current
ly targeted towards fully synchronous designs, suitable for scan chain insertion, to be 
able to test the circuit by scan testing. 

One of the main contributors to power dissipation is the clock tree. The clock net is 
one of the nets with the highest switching density. The clock net is also a net with a 
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large fanout (all flip-flops are connected to the clock net), resulting in high power dis
sipation. This clocking produces power dissipation on two points: 

• Dissipation in the clock drivers and the clock lines. 

• Dissipation in the flip-flops (most flip-flops contain an inverter connected to 
the clock signal.) 

In micro processor like designs there is a large number of registers that are there to hold 
their data most of the clock cycles. Analysis of the circuits generated by logic synthe
sizers dissolves that this functionality is implemented by providing a conditional loop 
back from the output of the flip-flop to its input. If such a loop back is active, the flip
flop needs not to be clocked, because the value of the flip-flop will not change; the 
flip-flop is in the so called "hold mode", however due to the implementation with a 
loop back unnecessary power is consumed. A promising technique to reduce the pow
er dissipation of the clock net is selectively stopping the clock in parts of the circuit, 
called "clock gating". This technique is not new at all and already applied in a number 
of ways. In (Schutz 1994) and (Suessmith etal. 1994) this technique is applied during 
the design of microprocessors, however the places where the gated-clocks are inserted 
are determined by the designer. In (Benini et al. 1995) an automatic method to insert 
gated-clocks in finite state machines is presented. Although every sequential circuit 
can be modeled as a finite state machine, this technique only works if the symbolic 
transition table of the implemented finite state machine is known. For large circuits 
this is an impractical approach. In (Benini et al. 1997) the problem of generation the 
state transition table is circumvented, but still the idea of modelling the circuit as a 
single finite state machine is used. So only clock gating can be applied if the whole 
FSM (or design) performs a so called "selfloop". In practice however only some parts 
of a design can be switch off by clock gating. The tool presented in (Benini et al. 1997) 
will not be able to find these situations. In (Papachristou et al. 1995) a power saving 
technique is shown that during architectural synthesis determines which flip-flop can 
be switched off during the operation of the circuit. In this paper we present a method 
to generate gated-clock circuits starting from a netlist resulting from for instance a 
logic synthesizer. The idea of the developed method is to identify the flip-flops in the 
design that keep their data for a large portion of the clock cycles. For these flip-flops 
the condition will be determined for which they keep their data and the circuit will be 
transformed in such a way that the clock signal will be switched off if the condition 
is satisfied. In section 2 definitions will be presented. Section 3 will describe how the 
transformation is determined. Section 4 will give some implementation details. Re
sults and conclusions are presented in section 5 and 6. 

2 DEFINITIONS 

A mapped network N of logic gates will be represented by a logic network graph 

Gn = (V, E). Vrepresents the primary input and output terminals and the local func
tions (i.e. the gates). The set of directed edges E represents the decomposition of the 
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multi-terminal nets n E N into two terminal nets, directed from the output pin of a 
gate or a primary input to an input pin of a gate or a primary output. 

We consider the behavior of a gate (so also the behavior of the corresponding vertex 
v E V) as a completely specified function fv : Bn - {0, 1}. Where Bn is the set of all 
primary inputs and all the fliJrflop outputs. The behavior fn of a net n is defined as 
the behavior of the source vertex s of the net. The co-factor of a function 
fl..x~ox2, ... ,x;, ... .xn) with respect to a variable X; is fx; .= f(x 1,x2, ... , 1, ... .xn). The co

factor with respect to x; is f"i = f(x 1,x2, ... , 0, ... .xn). The consensus of 

fl..x 1,x2 ..... x;, ... .Xn) with respect to a variable X; is CON(f(x),x;) = fx/x;' (De Micheli 
1994 ). The consensus of a function with respect to a variable represents the component 
that is independent of that variable. 'Ill.e consensus operator can be extended to sets of 
variables as an iterative application of the consensus operator on the variables of the 
set. The equivalence on two function f and g is 

FJ(j,g) = NOT(/® g). (1) 

3 THE CIRCUIT TRANSFORMATION 

As described in the introduction the basic idea of the transformation is to switch off 
the clock of tliJrflops that take their own data. This is only possible if there exists a 
path in the network graph from the output of a fliJrflop to its own input. If the fliJrflop 
has to keep its value, the output value is fed back to the input of the fliJrflop. In the 
transformed circuit the clock of the tliJrflop that has to keep its data will be switched 
off. This will result in the circuit transformation shown in Figure 1. 

elk 

Figure 1. The circuit transformation. 

Two new signals have to be generated: 

l The HoldExpression signal. This signal determines when the system 
clock will be fed to the tliJrflop. 

2 The NonHoldExpression signal, being the new value of the tliJrflop 
if the fliJrflop is not in hold mode. 
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To circumvent glitches on the gated-clock signal caused by possible glitches occur
ring on the signal HoldExpression, a latch that is transparent if the signal elk is low, 
has to be introduced. 

3 .1 Synthesis of the hold expression 

Assume there exists a flip-flop ff E V in the logic network graph G n = (V, E) . The 
net connected to the data input of the flip-flip will be denoted d8 E E. The data output 
of the flip-flop will be denoted q8 E E. The expression describing the condition for 
which fd8 = /98 = q8 will be called the hold expression h8 = HoldExpression. To 

determine the expression fJj x 1, x2, • •• , Xn) where Bn is the set of all primary inputs and 

all the flip-flop outputs, a traversal of the transitive input cone of node d8 in a topologi
cal order has to be performed.(Cormen et al. 1989). The behavior of the output signal 
of a gate is determined from the behavior of its inputs and the function of the gate. After 
the behavior of the input of a flip-flop has been computed the hold expression can be 
determined by: 

(2) 

In most cases the hold expression computed by (2) appears to be a rather complex ex
pression. This is due to the fact that expression (2) not only expresses the situation 
when the feedback loop around the flip-flop is active but also when the input of the 
flip-flop is accidentally equal to the new data that will be clocked into the flip-flop. 
This part of the hold expression is called the "data dependant part" of the hold expres
sion. Experiments have shown that the data dependant part of the hold expressions has 
two effects: 

1 The hold expression including the data dependent part is much more 
complex then the hold expression without the data dependant part. 

2 The hold expressions for the different bits of a register in an arithme
tic unit (adder, counter, subtracter etc.) are unequal to each other 
because of the data dependance. This will complicate the comparison 
of the hold expressions while composing a hold domain. 

It is undesirable ~at the hold expression is a rather complex expression because the 
hold expression has to be implemented in hardware, resulting in extra silicon area and 
also ~xtra power dissipation. 

The control signals are in general the signals that determine when registers are in hold 
mode. The control signals are determined in the controlling finite state machine of the 
circuit or are primary input signals of the circuit. It are these signals that will enable 
and disable the feedback path around a flip-flop. If from the hold expression only the 
part that is described by the control signals is implemented it is likely that the imple
mented hold expressions remain simple. If the hold expression is described by only 
control signals the data dependant hold expressions will not be covered. As a first 
approximation signals that are member of a bus will be seen as data signals. All single 
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signals will be viewed as control signals. The control signals are defined as C ~ E 
being a subset of all the signals of the circuit. The data signals are defined by 
D = E - C. The hold expression described by only control signals can be computed 
by: 

hc11 = CON(hlf'D) (3) 

3 .2 Determination of the bold domains 

Once the hold expressions for all the individual flip-flops are determined, flip-flops 
are to be grouped into so called hold domains. A hold domain is a group of flip-flops 
whose members are connected to the same gated-clock signal. The condition for 
which all the flip-flops of a hold domain Dare in hold mode is described by the hold 
domain expression H D- H 0 can be computed by 

H0 = n hc11 
JfED 

(4) 

The construction of the hold domains has to be such that the power reduction is as large 
as possible. The power reduction depends on: 

1 The number of flip-flops in the hold domain defined as II D II 
2 The relative number of clock cycles that the hold domain is in hold 

mode defined as IH 0 1 

Determination of IH 0 1 is rather complex. In the general case IH 0 1 depends on the prob
ability of all the signals in the support set of H 0 and the correlation between those sig
nals. As an approximation the signals in the support of H 0 will be assumed uncorre
lated. The probability of these signals being "1" will be assumed to be 0.5. With these 
assumptions IH 0 1 equals the part of the boolean space B•upport of" d where H 0 = "1 ". This 
can be determined easily (Janssen). 

To obtain a power reduction as large as possible liD II * lH 0 1 will be maximized. This 
will be done by the algorithm shown below. 

V:= {hc1,hc2, ••• ,hcnJ 
While(V ¢ 0 { 

D : = {hck} 1\ Vx E V : lxl s lhckl 
H : = hck; V: = \1\D; changed : = true 
while (changed) { 

Test : = hem 1\ hem E V 1\ 

Vx E V: lx 1\ HI s lhcm 1\ HI; 
if(IIDII x IHI s (liD U {Test} II x 

!Test 1\ HI) { 
D : = D U { Test} 
V: = V\ { Test} 
H := H 1\ Test 
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} 

else changed : = false 
} 

if( II D II ~ Threshold) 

implement hold domain D 
else 

V:= VUDVhcd 
} 

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HOLD DOMAIN EXPRESSIONS 

The most simple way to implement the hold domain expressions is to use a logic syn
thesizer and technology mapper. If they are expressed in terms of primary inputs and 
flip-flop outputs the expressions can be rather complex. So direct implementation will 
result in extra area and dissipation. 

4 .1 Optimization of the hold domain expression 

In the existing circuit there are a lot of intermediate signals that can be used to optimize 
the hold domain expressions. In many circuits the hold domain expression is already 
implemented and used to control a multiplexer that constitutes the temporal feed back 
loop as shown in Figure 1. To optimize the hold domain expression all the signals in 
the input cone of the flip-flop data inputs in the hold domain are tried to simplify the 
hold domain expression. The algorithm checks which local net simplifies H J as much 
as possible. This net is used to simplify HJ and a new net is searched for. 

Simplification is based on strong division. The result of a strong division of a boolean 
function fby a boolean function g is: 

f = g.a + r 

The quotient a and the remainder r can be calculated as: 

a = fg + X.g' = ite(g,j,X) 

r = fg' + Xf.g = ite(g,X.j,J) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

with X representing the don't care constant. ite(a, b, c) is the "if-then-else" operator 
defined as (Janssen) 

ite(a,b,c) = a.b + a'.c (8) 

Not in all cases the above described algorithm results in satisfactory results, sometimes 
the hold domain expression is still too large. In these cases the circuit shown in Figure 
2. is generated. This circuit determines when the input signals of the flip-flops equal 
the outputs of the flip-flops. So in that case the clock can be switched off. 

4 .2 The NonHoldExpression 

If a flip-flop is not in hold mode adequate data should be provided to the input of the 
flip-flop. Two approaches can be followed here: 
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not(HoldDomainExpression) 

Figure 2. Direct implementation of the HoldDomainExpression 
1 The input signal D.ffofthe flip-flop If can be re-synthesized. As the 

don't care set for this optimization the hold domain expression H d of 
the hold domain d to which the flip-flop belongs can be used. Also 
local nets can be used to simplify the resulting expression. 

2 The data input of the flip-flop can be kept as it was in the original 
circuit (including the feedback path from the output of the flip-flop 
to its input). 

In practice a mixture ofthese to approaches can be used. If method 1 yields a large ex
pression method 2 can be used. 

4 .3 Testability 

Currently most of the sequential designs are tested using the Scan Test method. This 
method assumes fully synchronous circuits. The introduction of gated-clocks violates 
this assumption. Also current test-vector generators assume fully synchronous cir
cuits. As shown in (Favalli et al. 1996) by application of a network transformation 
(Figure 3.) and by addition of some extra test control signals in the clock generation 
circuitry as shown in Figure 4. it is possible to generate test vectors and to test the 
gated-clock circuit. 

5 RESULTS 

The developed tool is tested on two designs. The first being an 8 bit micro controller 
called CON, the second a 16 bit general purpose signal processor called DSP. The de
signs the ,tool is applied to are produced by a VHDL synthesizer. To keep the computa
tion time in the order of seconds, the described algorithm is applied to the hierarchical 
netlist. In this way the ROBDD's do not explode. By applying the tool to the non flat-
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not(HoldDomainEx.prcssion) 

NonHoldExpression ~ 
not(HoldDomainEx.prcssion)~ 

elk 

Figure 3. Re-modelling of the gated clock circuit for test generation 

not(HoldDomainExpression) 

NewClock 

TC 

elk ---'---------' 

Figure 4. Addition of test control signals 
tened netlist, hold domains that exist over hierarchy boundaries are not detected. In 
practice this appears not to influence the results. The results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Results of clock gating 

CON DSP 

#O-ff 732 2183 

#D -ff in loop 528 2015 

#D-ff in hold domain 413 1548 

#hold domains 55 89 

#local net impl 41 88 

#xor network impl 14 I 

av. # d-ff/hold domain 7.5 17.3 

size org circuit 10812.6 56781.0 
(in equiv gates) 

size new circuit 11650.2 57214.3 
(in equiv gates) (+7.7%) (+0.7%) 

cpu time (in sec) 189 406 

Power estimation of the circuits is done with an accurate gate level power estimator. 
This estimator works together with a logic simulator and counts the number of signal 
transitions during simulation. Each transition of a net results in a contribution to the 
power dissipation of the circuit. The tool takes net specific loading, slopes of the sig
nals and type of the driving cell into account. Table 2 shows the dissipation results for 
design CON. 
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Table 2 Power reduction for design CON 

design CON 

test# original gated-dock gated-clock with useful gated-clock 
clcok buffer with clock buffer 
reduction reduction 

mW mW rei mW rei mW rei 

1 14.5 11.7 0.81 11.4 0.78 11.1 0.76 

As can be seen a reduction of 19% can be obtained by application of the clock gating 
tool. Because of the fact that the loading on the primary clock is reduced considerably 
(from 732 to 2 * 55 + 732 - 413 = 429) the clock buffer can be reduced. This yields 
in an extra reduction of 3%. The power analysis tool gives also information about the 
number of clock cycles a hold domain is in hold mode. If the number of transitions of 
a gated-clock signal is not significant lower than the number of transitions of the origi
nal clock, the clock domain will not contribute to power reduction, so this domain is 
canceled. This again leads to a reduction of 2%. 

Table 3 gives the power dissipation data for the design DSP. As can be seen, the power 
dissipation and reduction depends on the input data for simulation. An average power 
reduction of 27% can be obtained. (The clock buffer of this circuit was not included 
in the design). 

Table 3 Power reduction for design DSP 

designDSP 

test# original gated-clock usefull gated-clock 

mW mW rei mW rei 

1 177 145 0.82 134 0.76 

2 163 130 0.80 119 0.73 

3 152 119 0.78 108 0.71 

4 176 146 0.83 134 0.76 

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As has been shown it is possible to obtain a power reduction of up to 29% by applying 
clock gating techniques on micro controller designs at only moderate area penalty ( < 
8% ). The size of the circuits that can be handled is much larger than has been reported 
so far. Testability of the transformed circuit is maintained during the transformation 
and the circuit transformations are kept as small as possible. 

6 .1 Timing issues 

By the application of the described tool, on two places timing problems can occur: 
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The gated clock signal NewClock (Figure 4.) is delayed one gate 
delay (of the AND gate). This gives rise to clock skew in the result
ing circuit. 

2 The signal HoldDomainExpression (Figure 4.) can possibly violate 
the timing constraints. 

ad 1) The added clock skew is the same for all the gated clock signals. By clock tree 
generation extra buffers can be added to the non gated clock signal to compen
sate for this skew. In the layout phase the flip-flops belonging to one hold do
main should be kept close to each other to reduce skew inside a clock domain 
because of parasitic capacitances due to wiring. 

ad 2) In practice, the new circuitry added for the new HoldDomainExpression is very 
small. The circuits designed until now did not show problems on this point, 
however there is a potential problem. 

6 .2 VHDL transformations 

As discussed, in the current tool, timing problems can occur. To circumvent these 
problems, it seems a good idea to perform clock gating transformations before synthe
sis, i.e. in the VHDL description. In this way timing constraints, given to the synthesiz
er, will be applied to the gated clock circuit. Initial tests have shown that this approach 
is feasible. 
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